Guideline update for the performance of fusion procedures for degenerative disease of the lumbar spine. Part 4: Radiographic assessment of fusion status
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The ability to identify a successful arthrodesis is an essential element in the management of patients undergoing lumbar fusion procedures. The hypothetical gold standard of intraoperative exploration to identify, under direct observation, a solid arthrodesis is an impractical alternative. Therefore, radiographic assessment remains the most viable instrument to evaluate for a successful arthrodesis. Static radiographs, particularly in the presence of instrumentation, are not recommended. In the absence of spinal instrumentation, lack of motion on flexion-extension radiographs is highly suggestive of a successful fusion; however, motion observed at the treated levels does not necessarily predict pseudarthrosis. The degree of motion on dynamic views that would distinguish between a successful arthrodesis and pseudarthrosis has not been clearly defined. Computed tomography with fine-cut axial images and multiplanar views is recommended and appears to be the most sensitive for assessing fusion following instrumented posterolateral and anterior lumbar interbody fusions. For suspected symptomatic pseudarthrosis, a combination of techniques including static and dynamic radiographs as well as CT images is recommended as an option. Lack of facet fusion is considered to be more suggestive of a pseudarthrosis compared with absence of bridging posterolateral bone. Studies exploring additional noninvasive modalities of fusion assessment have demonstrated either poor potential, such as with 99mTc bone scans, or provide insufficient information to formulate a definitive recommendation.
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Recommendations

There is no evidence that conflicts with the previous recommendations in the original version of the “Guidelines for the performance of fusion procedures for degenerative disease of the lumbar spine.”

Grade A

Following lumbar fusion surgery, static lumbar radio-

graphs are not recommended as a stand-alone method to assess fusion status.

Grade B

Following instrumented posterolateral lumbar fusions (PLFs), CT imaging with fine-cut axial and multiplanar reconstruction views is recommended as a method to assess fusion status. When bilateral posterolateral intertransverse bridging bone is observed on CT scans, the presence of solid fusion is strongly suggested. For the determination of pseudarthrosis, the absence of bilateral facet fusion is more suggestive of true nonunion than the absence of PLF.

Following anterior lumbar interbody fusion (ALIF) with cage instrumentation, CT imaging with fine-cut axi-
al and multiplanar reconstruction views is recommended as a method to assess fusion status. In this setting, the demonstration of bridging bone posterior to the cage (posterior sentinel sign) on CT scans correlates with the presence of solid fusion with a consensus of rater.s, but intraobserver variability limits the generalizability of a single rater assessment. The presence of bridging bone anterior to the cage (anterior sentinel sign) also correlates with fusion, with higher specificity but lower sensitivity.

Following uninstrumented lumbar fusion surgery, when noninvasive assessment of fusion status is desired, lateral flexion and extension lumbar radiographs are recommended. The lack of significant motion between vertebrae is highly suggestive of successful fusion.

**Grade C**

Technetium-99 bone scanning is not recommended as a reliable method to assess fusion status following lumbar fusion surgery.

Several radiographic techniques such as static radiography, lateral flexion-extension radiography, and CT imaging, often in combination, are recommended as options for the noninvasive evaluation of suspected symptomatic lumbar pseudarthrosis. However, the sensitivity and specificity of these noninvasive radiographic tests are imperfect. The specific type of fusion and/or instrumentation surgery, patient characteristics, and clinical scenario can influence the choice of modalities.

**Rationale**

Lumbar fusion procedures are regularly used to help treat pain and other symptoms that can arise from lumbar degenerative disease. Surgeons performing these procedures may use a number of intraoperative and postoperative strategies to try to promote successful fusion. Solid bony fusion can be definitively determined with direct intraoperative assessment during a fusion exploration surgery. However, noninvasive methods of assessing fusion status are clearly more practical. The radiographic fusion rate is an outcome measure frequently cited in studies evaluating lumbar fusion techniques. However, radiographic fusion is not consistently defined throughout the literature. A previous review examined the literature between 1966 and 2003 regarding the ability of various diagnostic techniques to assess fusion status after lumbar fusion surgery for degenerative disease. The purpose of the current review is to reexamine this topic, incorporating the more recent literature.

**Search Criteria**

For this update, a computerized search of the database of the National Library of Medicine between July 2004 and December 2011 was conducted using the search terms “lumbar spine fusion assessment,” “lumbar spine pseudarthrosis,” or “lumbar spine fusion outcome.” (The spelling “pseudoarthrosis” was used in searching, but searching on this spelling also retrieves publications with the spelling “pseudarthrosis.”) The search was restricted to references in the English language involving humans. This yielded a total of 1308 references. The titles and abstracts of each of these references were reviewed. Only papers concerned with the assessment of fusion status following arthrodesis procedures for degenerative lumbar disease were included. Additional articles were obtained from the bibliographies of the selected articles, and 17 new references were identified that provided either direct or supporting evidence relevant to the radiographic assessment of lumbar fusion status. These were considered in conjunction with the 45 references from a previous search of the literature published between 1966 and July 2003, which were conducted using the same search terms. Reports involving Level III or better medical evidence relevant to the primary question are listed in Table 1. Supportive data are provided by additional references listed in the bibliography.

**Scientific Foundation**

Open surgical exploration is the only method that allows direct inspection of fusion integrity, and therefore it is considered the gold standard of lumbar fusion assessment. However, the limitations of static plain radiography as a reliable test for determining the presence or absence of a solid fusion have been well documented. Brodsky et al. reported a 64% correlation between preoperative plain radiographs and surgical exploration in a retrospective study of 214 lumbar fusion exploration procedures in patients who had undergone prior PLF. Plain radiography had an 89% sensitivity and 60% specificity for predicting solid fusion. Static radiographs interpreted as demonstrating fusion had a positive predictive value (PPV) of 76%. Those predicting pseudarthrosis had a negative predictive value (NPV) of 78%. These data indicate a 0.18 likelihood ratio for a false-positive result (chance of a pseudarthrosis being discovered at exploration when radiography indicates fusion) and a 2.25 likelihood ratio for a false-negative result (chance of a fusion being discovered at exploration when the radiography suggests pseudarthrosis). The study of Brodsky et al. provides Level I evidence regarding the use of plain lumbar radiography compared with open surgical exploration to assess fusion (see Table 1).

In a similar retrospective study of 75 patients, Kant and coworkers found a 68% correlation between static radiography and surgical exploration of lumbar fusion (sensitivity 85%, specificity 62%, PPV 76%, and NPV 54%). The likelihood ratio for a positive result was 0.81, and the
### TABLE 1: Radiographic assessment: summary of evidence*  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors &amp; Year</th>
<th>Level of Evidence</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blumenthal &amp; Gill, 1993</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Retrospective study of 49 pts w/ instrumented lumbar fusion who underwent exploration to remove instrumentation. Appears to be consecutive cases though not explicitly stated. AP &amp; lateral radiographs compared w/ op findings, w/ 69% agreement. Accuracy among observers ranged from 57% to 77%. False-positive rate 42%; false-negative rate 29%. Limited accuracy of plain radiographs in assessing fusion status, w/ low validity (large intra- &amp; interobserver variation).</td>
<td>Level I evidence because study used previously developed diagnostic criteria (w/ plain radiographs) in consecutive pts who also received the gold standard (surgical exploration).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carreon et al., 2007</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Retrospective study of fine-cut CT w/ multiplanar reconstructions in 93 consecutive pts w/ instrumented PLF who underwent reexploration (163 levels). CT scans evaluated in blinded fashion by 3 spine surgeons for presence or absence of fusion in the rt &amp; lt posterolateral gutters &amp; rt &amp; lt facets. Interobserver variability lower for assessment of PLF status (κ = 0.62) than for facet fusion status (κ = 0.42). When PLF was noted bilaterally, solid fusion at surgery was 8.31 times more likely than nonunion. When facet fusion was observed bilaterally, solid fusion at surgery was 2.90 times more likely than nonunion. When unilateral PLF was found, fusion was 5.37 times more likely than nonunion. However, unilateral radiographic assessment of facet fusion was not predictive of fusion at surgery (0.55 likelihood ratio). For predicting nonunion, bilateral metadiagnostic criteria (intertransverse &amp; facet fusion) in consecutive pts who also received the gold standard (surgical exploration). Moderate to good correlation of CT w/ open exploration (κ 0.42–0.62).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carreon et al., 2008</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Retrospective study of fine-cut CT w/ multiplanar reconstructions in 49 consecutive pts w/ ALIF who underwent reexploration (69 levels). CT studies were evaluated in blinded fashion by 5 spine surgeons for fusion status &amp; anterior &amp; posterior sentinel signs. For fusion status, sensitivity ranged from 70% to 90% among raters &amp; specificity ranged from 28% to 85% (κ = 0.25, p &lt; 0.0001). Using majority consensus, 67% of cases were classified correctly as fused (93% sensitivity, 46% specificity). Anterior sentinel sign (κ = 0.34, p &lt; 0.0001) showed 20% sensitivity &amp; 92% specificity. Posterior sentinel sign (κ = 0.23, p &lt; 0.0001) showed 67% sensitivity &amp; 79% specificity.</td>
<td>Level I evidence because study used previously developed diagnostic criteria (anterior &amp; posterior sentinel signs) in consecutive pts who also received the gold standard (surgical exploration). Poor reliability of CT to assess fusion status (low κ). Posterior sentinel sign had highest sensitivity &amp; specificity in predicting fusion following ALIF but had poor reliability (lowest κ) &amp; therefore may be less valuable for an individual rater. Assessment of fusion was done via posterior approach for 44 of 49 pts w/ ALIF, raising question whether this less direct mode of exploration is as accurate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohnsack et al., 1999</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Retrospective study of 42 pts (40 lumbar) on utility of planar 99mTc bone scintigraphy to assess fusion just before admission for hardware removal. Based on scintigraphy data, pseudarthrosis was suspected in 5 (12%) &amp; confirmed in 4 during surgery (10%)—2 diagnosed &amp; 2 undiagnosed. Accuracy of the method was 88%, sensitivity 50%, specificity 93%, PPV 40%, &amp; NPV 95%. Sensitivity &amp; PPV of bone scintigraphy are low for possible instability after spinal fusion. The method is not sufficient to diagnose pseudarthrosis reliably after arthrodesis.</td>
<td>Based on low sensitivity, bone scan inadequate to diagnose nonunion. Appears to be consecutive cases though not explicitly stated. Level II evidence because using technique w/o previously developed diagnostic criteria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brodsky et al., 1991</td>
<td>II (for CT), I (for others)</td>
<td>Retrospective study of 214 explorations to remove internal fixation devices, batteries, or for failed back surgery in 175 pts w/ PLF. Plain radiographs, polytomography, bending films, &amp;/or CT scans were correlated w/ surgical findings. Significant inaccuracy found for all modalities: plain radiographs 36%, polytomograms 41%, bending films 38%, &amp; axial CT 43% noncorrelations. Axial CT had lowest level of inaccuracy (22%), whereas bending films had the highest (38%).</td>
<td>Significant inaccuracy of plain radiographs, polytomograms, bending films, &amp; axial CT in assessing fusion status. Consecutive pts. Limitation for CT because CT imaging has significantly evolved since study. This study used axial images, only w/ much thicker slices than modern CT imaging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors &amp; Year</td>
<td>Level of Evidence</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Comment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kant et al., 1995</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>Retrospective study of 75 pts w/ instrumented lumbar fusions. Single-blinded examiner reviewed radiographs immediately before hardware removal &amp; fusion exploration: 68% correlation btw radiographic evaluation &amp; intraop observation. Sensitivity 85%, specificity 62%, PPV 76%, &amp; NPV 54%.</td>
<td>Level I evidence demonstrating limited accuracy of plain radiographs (consecutive cases using previously developed diagnostic criteria).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laasonen &amp; Soini, 1989</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>Retrospective study of 48 pts w/ persistent pain after lumbar fusion examined using CT (6-mm slices, selective sagittal reconstruction). 157 findings included: fragmentation of fusion mass (16), hairline pseudarthrosis (9), &amp; spinal stenoses (8). The fusion was explored in 20 pts: 21 of 27 main lesions detected by CT were confirmed; 6 CT findings were partially or totally incorrect. 16 (80%) of 20 correlations of CT &amp; fusion assessments. In 2 cases CT suggested nonunion but fusion was solid at surgery, &amp; in 2 cases CT suggested union but pseudarthrosis was found at surgery.</td>
<td>Moderate (80%) accuracy of CT in assessing fusion. Nonconsecutive pts (20 of 48 had reoperations). Level III because nonconsecutive pts, small nos., &amp; used inferior radiographic analysis of fusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen et al., 1996</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>Prospective study of 25 consecutive pts w/ lumbar fusion. All had hardware removal &amp; fusion inspection. Studies to rule out pseudarthrosis included plain radiography, flexion-extension radiography, CT, &amp; bone scintigraphy. Each study was evaluated in blinded fashion by radiologist. At exploration, instrumentation was removed &amp; fusion inspected. No statistically significant correlation found btw radiography &amp; exploration. Consecutive cases. Limitation due to small nos.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobson et al., 1997</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>USG results evaluated in 10 pts after posterolateral thoracic or lumbar fusion w/ in 1 wk before second-look surgery. 20 sites evaluated for bone graft, solid fusion, defts, fluid collections, &amp; hardware visibility. USG &amp; surgical findings were compared. In 3 pts, standard radiographs were reviewed before USG; blinded USG evaluation was performed in the remaining 7. USG correctly identified all 10 sites of pseudarthrosis seen intraoperatively. Of 10 sites w/ solid fusion at surgery, USG depicted 6. At 4 sites (in 2 pts), fusion was mistaken for or obscured by hardware. Overall, sensitivity was 100%, specificity 60%, &amp; accuracy 80%.</td>
<td>Level III despite comparison w/ gold standard (surgical exploration) because intraobserver reliability data are lacking &amp; study population does not appear to be consecutive pts undergoing fusion exploration. Rather, it seems to consist of 10 pts who all had been referred for USG testing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fogel et al., 2008</td>
<td>III (CT), II (others)</td>
<td>Retrospective study comparing plain radiographs w/ thin-cut helical CT to assess fusion in 90 pts who underwent surgical exploration following PLIF using interbody cage &amp; PLF (mean 27.2 mos from index procedure). All 90 pts (72 fusion levels) evaluated w/ static plain radiographs read by 2 raters in blinded fashion. 54 pts (109 fusion levels) had fine-cut (1-mm) CT studies w/ multiplanar reconstructions evaluated in blinded fashion by 1 of 3 radiologists. Incidence of pseudarthrosis was 2.3% (4 levels). Sensitivity of both CT &amp; plain radiographs was 100%. Specificity was nearly 90% &amp; was not different btw the 2 radiographic techniques. Authors concluded that following PLIF (w/ cage) &amp; PLF, plain radiographs (static) &amp; helical CT scans performed “very similarly,” &amp; that when radiographs show strong evidence for fusion or nonunion, helical CT is unlikely to provide useful new information. However, they acknowledged that the very low no. of pseudarthrosis levels in the study is a limitation.</td>
<td>Limitations of low nos., limited interobserver reliability assessment, &amp; different raters for the 2 studies. Appears to include all 90 pts who had surgical exploration following fusion. Therefore, can be considered consecutive for plain radiographs (Level II evidence because of limitations). 54 (60%) of 90 pts had CT studies, &amp; therefore study was not consecutive for the CT analysis (Level III evidence).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ALIF = anterior lumbar interbody fusion; NPV = negative predictive value; PLF = posterolateral lumbar fusion; PLIF = posterior lumbar interbody fusion; PPV = positive predictive value; pts = patients; USG = ultrasonography.
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likelihood ratio for a negative result was 2.24. This study provides Level I evidence of the limited accuracy of plain radiographs.

Finally, in a study of 49 patients treated with PLF and posterior lumbar interbody fusion (PLIF) with internal fixation, Blumenthal and Gill compared findings on AP and lateral radiographs (interpreted by 2 surgeons and 2 radiologists) with surgical exploration of the fusion mass at the time of reoperation for hardware removal. They reported a 69% agreement between the radiographic diagnosis and surgical findings. The accuracy among the 4 physicians interpreting the radiographs ranged from 57% to 77% (false-positive rate 42%, false-negative rate 29%). These authors concluded that plain radiography has limited accuracy and validity for the assessment of lumbar fusion. Furthermore, they noted significant intra- and interobserver variation, indicating a lack of reliability (κ 0.4–0.7). Their study provides Level I medical evidence indicating that static radiography is only accurate in determining fusion status in roughly two-thirds of cases. Therefore, based on these studies, static AP and lateral radiographs are not recommended as a stand-alone assessment of the presence of a successful arthrodesis after lumbar fusion surgery for degenerative disease.

Flexion-Extension Radiography

In 1948, Cleveland et al. advocated the use of dynamic (flexion-extension) rather than static radiography for the diagnosis of pseudarthrosis following attempted lumbar fusion surgery. Other authors have also suggested that lateral lumbar flexion-extension radiography has utility in lumbar fusion status assessment. There has been disagreement, however, on the number of allowable degrees of motion at the treated (fused) levels for determining the presence or absence of successful bone fusion following surgery. Brodsky et al. compared the findings of preexploration lumbar flexion-extension radiography with surgical exploration in a retrospective series of 175 patients who underwent reoperation for various indications following instrumented and noninstrumented lumbar fusion. They found a 62% correlation between preoperative flexion-extension radiography and intraoperative findings at exploration (specificity 37%, sensitivity 96%, PPV 70%, and NPV 86%). Their study provides Level I medical evidence that the absence of motion on flexion-extension radiographs is highly suggestive of a solid fusion. The occurrence of some degree of motion at the treated levels, however, does not necessarily indicate a pseudarthrosis.

Computed Tomography

Since its introduction in the 1970s, CT imaging has been used to assess lumbar fusion. Early studies involved axial sequences alone, with resolution far inferior to modern CT technology. Brodsky et al., in a Level II study, reported the use of 6-mm axial slice CT scans; there was a 57% correlation between fusion assessment based on these scans compared with direct surgical exploration in a retrospective series of 175 patients with 214 total operations. In that study, CT imaging demonstrated a sensitivity of 63%, specificity of 86%, PPV of 72%, and an NPV of 81% in the assessment of fusion status. Laasonen and Soini conducted a retrospective review of 20 patients who underwent CT scanning prior to surgical exploration and found an approximate 80% correlation between the CT study–based diagnosis of fusion and intraoperative diagnosis of fusion. Since the publication of these earlier studies, CT imaging technology has advanced. The use of thin-section axial sequences, improved resolution, and multiplanar imaging capability has enhanced the ability of CT scanning to assess lumbar fusion status.

Initial studies with these advanced CT scanning capabilities for lumbar fusion status assessment did not compare the results with the gold standard of direct surgical exploration. Rather, several Level IV or lower studies investigating the utility of CT imaging in lumbar fusion status determination used other radiographic techniques as the comparison group(s). Lang and colleagues found that the addition of thin-slice and multiplanar CT scanning resulted in a higher rate of detection of pseudarthrosis compared with plain radiography. Similarly, Chafetz et al. demonstrated that direct coronal CT scanning may be more sensitive than 2D reconstructed coronal CT images for the detection of pseudarthrosis. Zinreich and colleagues reported that 3D CT reconstruction may be more sensitive than 2D CT reconstruction for the detection of pseudarthrosis. Siambanes and Mather demonstrated that multiplanar CT imaging detected pseudarthrosis in patients who had undergone PLIF, compared with plain radiography, which had suggested a solid fusion. Santos and colleagues examined 32 patients who underwent ALIF with carbon fiber cages. Plain static radiographs were interpreted to demonstrate fusion at 86% of the assessed levels. Flexion-extension lumbar radiography suggested fusion rates ranging from 74% to 96% in this same group of patients, depending on the method used to analyze the radiographs. The addition of thin-section helical CT scanning reduced the radiographic fusion rate to 65%. The authors concluded that CT scanning is more sensitive than static or flexion-extension lumbar radiography for the detection of pseudarthrosis. Shah et al. reached a similar conclusion in their study of 155 patients who underwent PLIF procedures. They found that CT scanning was more sensitive for the detection of abnormalities than plain radiography. These papers are considered to provide Level IV medical evidence on the utility of CT scanning for the diagnosis of pseudarthrosis following attempted lumbar fusion.

More recently, several studies have compared modern CT imaging with open surgical exploration in the assessment of fusion status following instrumented lumbar fusion surgery. Carreon et al. reported a retrospective study of 93 patients with instrumented PLF who had CT imaging (with fine axial cuts and multiplanar reconstructions) prior to open surgical exploration (163 total levels, mean 49 months after initial fusion surgery). The CT studies were evaluated by 3 spine surgeons who were blinded to findings from the fusion exploration. At each level, the raters evaluated for presence or absence of fusion in the right and left posterolateral gutters and right and left facets. The authors found that the interobserver
variability was lower for assessment of PLF status ($\kappa = 0.62$) than for facet fusion status ($\kappa = 0.42$). When PLF was noted bilaterally on CT, the likelihood ratio for solid fusion at surgery was 8.31 times higher than nonunion. When facet fusion was observed bilaterally on CT, the likelihood ratio for solid fusion at surgery was 2.90 times higher than nonunion. When unilateral PLF was found, fusion was 5.37 times more likely than nonunion. However, unilateral radiographic assessment of facet fusion was not predictive of fusion at surgery (0.55 likelihood ratio). For predicting nonunion, bilateral radiographic absence of facet fusion was more predictive of pseudarthrosis (5.19 likelihood ratio) than bilateral absence of PLF (2.90 likelihood ratio). This study provides Level I evidence on the utility of CT imaging to assess fusion status following instrumented PLF.

In a similar study, Carreon et al. reported on 49 patients who had undergone ALIF with cage instrumentation and in whom CT imaging studies (with fine cuts and multiplanar reconstructions) were obtained prior to open surgical exploration (69 levels, mean 22 months after initial fusion surgery). The CT studies were evaluated by 5 spine surgeons who were blinded to findings from fusion exploration. In addition to general assessment of fusion status, anterior and posterior sentinel signs were assessed. For fusion status, sensitivity ranged from 70% to 90% among raters and specificity ranged from 28% to 85% ($\kappa = 0.25$, $p < 0.0001$). Using majority consensus, 67% of cases were classified correctly as fused (93% sensitivity, 46% specificity). The anterior sentinel sign ($\kappa = 0.34$, $p < 0.0001$) showed 20% sensitivity and 92% specificity. The posterior sentinel sign ($\kappa = 0.23$, $p < 0.0001$) showed a 67% sensitivity and 79% specificity. The anterior sentinel sign was more specific (with low numbers) but had low sensitivity. The posterior sentinel sign had better sensitivity but poor reliability related to interobserver variability. This study provides Level I evidence on the utility of CT imaging to assess fusion status following ALIF with cage instrumentation.

**Technetium-99m Bone Scan**

Technetium-99m bone scanning has also been used to assess fusion status following lumbar arthrodesis surgery. Bohnsack et al. performed a retrospective study of 42 patients who had undergone prior lumbar fusion with internal fixation and who were candidates for reexploration. The authors obtained $^{99m}$Tc bone scans before reoperation for hardware removal. The bone scans suggested pseudarthrosis in 5 patients (12%). Pseudarthrosis was found intraoperatively in 4 patients (10%), 2 of which cases were predicted based on the $^{99m}$Tc scanning. The accuracy of $^{99m}$Tc bone scanning was 88%, with poor sensitivity (50%) but good specificity (93%). The PPV was only 40%, whereas the NPV was 95%. This study provides Level II medical evidence suggesting that $^{99m}$Tc bone scanning is not sufficiently reliable to diagnose pseudarthrosis following a lumbar arthrodesis procedure.

**Roentgen Stereophotogrammetric Analysis**

Roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis (RSA) is a technique that uses radiopaque 0.8-mm tantalum markers implanted into each vertebral level at the time of surgery (incorporated into the fusion). Johnsson et al. have described the details of the technique. Postoperatively, the patient undergoes computerized radiographic assessment in which two 40° angled roentgen tubes are used. The radiographic imaging is performed with the patient in different positions (for example, supine and upright) to detect movement. The technique assesses the amount of movement between the fused vertebral bodies in multiple planes. The amount of allowable movement that determines fusion versus nonunion, however, is not well defined. This modality has been evaluated in patients at several centers. In a study of 11 patients treated with lumbar fusion, Johnsson and colleagues compared the results of RSA with those of plain radiography at several postoperative time points. In 8 patients in whom plain radiography had demonstrated successful fusion, RSA revealed a progressive decrease in intervertebral movement over time, with achievement of “rigid fusion” within 3–12 months. In a follow-up study, Johnsson et al. performed RSA in 12 patients with lumbar fusion at multiple postoperative time points. Fusion was determined by plain radiography to be present by the end of the study in all patients. For 6 patients, the authors observed gradual reduction in intervertebral movement over time similar to the other study. However, in the other 6 patients negligible movement was observed on assessment 1 month postoperatively. The fact that negligible movement was noted so soon after surgery, when fusion presumably has not yet occurred, is an interesting observation. Pape and associates used RSA in 10 patients following lumbar arthrodesis. Based on RSA criteria, fusion was thought to be present in all patients. This finding was confirmed with open surgical exploration in all cases. Although this report supports the accuracy of the positive correlation between RSA and successful lumbar arthrodesis, because fusion was present in all patients it is not possible to evaluate the utility of RSA in patients with pseudarthrosis.

**Other Techniques**

Polytomography was used to assess lumbar fusion status in the pre–CT scanning era, but it has been rarely used since the widespread introduction of CT scanning in the 1970s. In their retrospective study of 214 lumbar fusion exploration procedures in patients who had undergone PLF, Brodsky et al. found only a 59% correlation of fusion status between preoperative polytomographs and intraoperative findings (sensitivity 65%, specificity 84%, PPV 79%, and NPV 73%). This single study provides Level I medical evidence that polytomography cannot be reliably used to determine the presence of solid osseous arthrodesis following lumbar fusion procedures for degenerative disease.

The use of MRI studies to assess for pseudarthrosis following lumbar fusion has been explored by several authors. Lang et al. maintained that MRI added unique information in cases involving lumbar fusion procedures. To date, the importance of this information remains unclear. A single report of the use of ultrasonography to evaluate fusion status was also reviewed. Although the
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results of this study are promising, the ultrasonography technique has not been rigorously evaluated.

Summary

At present, none of the noninvasive radiographic techniques perfectly correlate with open surgical exploration in the detection of solid fusion or pseudarthrosis for patients following lumbar fusion surgery. The assessment of fusion status with static plain radiography is accurate in only approximately two-thirds of patients treated with lumbar fusion when compared with findings from surgical exploration. Therefore, static plain radiography is not recommended as a stand-alone modality of fusion assessment following lumbar fusion procedures. Lateral flexion-extension radiography can be more effective than stand-alone plain radiography in determining fusion status. Lack of motion between fused lumbar segments on lateral flexion-extension views is highly suggestive of a solid fusion in the absence of spinal instrumentation. However, many lumbar spinal fusion procedures are performed with metallic spinal instrumentation, which can interfere with the radiographic assessment of fusion.

Modern CT imaging (with fine-cut axial and multiplanar reconstruction views) appears to be the most effective noninvasive method of determining fusion status following lumbar fusion surgery. CT imaging can detect pseudarthrosis in some patients in whom fusion appeared to be successful based on plain radiographic criteria. Furthermore, CT imaging has proven to be useful in fusion status assessment even in the presence of spinal instrumentation. However, a rigorous prospective comparison of modern CT scanning and surgical exploration has not been performed. Other radiographic techniques have shown some utility as well. The RSA technique is exquisitely sensitive for the detection of motion between vertebral bodies, and the loss of motion between treated vertebral segments does appear to indicate the presence of fusion. This modality, however, is invasive and is not widely available. Furthermore, the sole comparison of RSA with surgical exploration provided only Level III medical evidence supporting the accuracy of RSA. Overall, it is recommended that multiple modalities be considered for the noninvasive evaluation of symptomatic patients with suspected fusion failure, because no radiographic gold standard exists.

Key Issues for Further Investigation

It is understood that routine open surgical exploration to assess fusion status is not practical and that noninvasive methods are clearly preferable. Clinical experience and studies support CT imaging as the leading noninvasive diagnostic study for the evaluation of fusion status following lumbar fusion surgery, because it appears to have superior sensitivity compared with plain radiography for the detection of pseudarthrosis. However, the data supporting CT imaging for this purpose largely come from retrospective and/or nonrandomized studies. A prospective study of CT imaging prior to surgical exploration for instrumentation removal would provide Level I evidence regarding the accuracy of CT studies compared with the gold standard of surgical exploration. If flexion-extension radiographs were obtained in addition prior to exploration, the influence of internal fixation on the accuracy of flexion-extension radiography could also be assessed. Additional developments in image acquisition and processing technology may permit further improvements in the sensitivity and specificity of noninvasive techniques such as CT to detect the presence of solid fusion or pseudarthrosis following lumbar fusion surgery. In particular, further development of ways to minimize imaging artifacts from surgical implants (e.g., rod/screw, plate, or cage instrumentation) would be welcomed.

Additional studies are also needed to clarify which radiographic location of osseous union correlates best with solid fusion, because studies have demonstrated that various sites of radiographic fusion can have different degrees of correlation with overall fusion status.4,5 Finally, further studies are needed to better understand and reduce the variability of human raters of fusion status on the radiographic studies by establishing and validating objective criteria. Perhaps someday the computerized imaging/processing technology itself could contribute to the determination of fusion status. As noted above, the most effective techniques of noninvasive assessment of fusion status have generally required the use of ionizing radiation (radiographs, CT scans, etc.). It would be ideal to develop noninvasive techniques that do not require ionizing radiation to assess fusion status. Short of that, research can hopefully develop ways to minimize the radiation exposure related to these techniques.
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